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How a Disk Works! A disc basically functions to move the soil
and flip the soil over and mix it from top to bottom and side
to side. Depending on the soil, speed, and pulling power,
mixing can occur quite well with one pass, but many times
takes  more  than  one  pass.  If  the  soil  can  be  plowed  or
chiseled prior to discing, this will help loosen the soil. If
there is little or no, live or dead vegetation, this is also
helpful. Incorporating heavy vegetation like dead corn stalks
can be a challenge. The efficiency of mixing the soil can be
increased if the field is disced perpendicular to the initial
pass. If incorporating chemicals or fertilizers, a double pass
can make the incorporation deeper and more uniform. Always
follow label instructions when using agricultural chemicals.
When the soil is mixed, it allows air to enter the soil and
for vegetation to be covered with soil. When trying to control
weeds, live weeds are many times killed by either the exposure
to air or are smothered under the soil. On the flip side, a
new crop of weed seeds is brought to the soil surface. Some
discs have adjustable gangs. A gang is the row of disc blades
which can be from just 2-3, like the disc pictured, or many
many more. Our disc has adjustable gangs. Both the front and
rear gangs can be adjusted, or not adjusted, individually.
This allows the operator more control over how the soil is
moved. When purchasing a disc this is a nice feature to have
and allows the disc to be able to do more tasks. It also costs
more money. You may have to go to another manufacturer or
dealer to find an adjustable disc. An example of this is that
our disc can be adjusted so that it will rip deeply into the
soil or it can be adjusted so that it hardly digs at all, and
used very similarly to a cultipacker. With this option we only
purchased one piece of equipment insead of two.
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